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ABSTRACT 
We examine the problem of the existence and calculation of Hermitian solutions 
P of a linear matrix inequality corresponding to the spectral factorization of a proper 
rational spectral density. In particular, zeros are permitted on the finite imaginary axis 
or at infinity. As part of our construction of solutions, we show explicitly that each 
such imaginary-axis eigenvalue, either finite or infinite, defines a fued part of all 
solutions P. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A number of problems in systems and control essentially reduce to 
spectral factorization of a proper, rational spectral density in the frequency 
domain or finding Hermitian solutions of a linear matrix inequality in state 
space. When the spectral density is invertible at infinity, the minimum-rank 
solutions of the linear matrix inequality are exactly the solutions of an 
algebraic Riccati equation. Moreover, in this case, the finite zeros of the 
spectral density are exactly the eigenvalues of an associated Hamiltonian 
matrix. 
In the very early work on Riccati equations and linear quadratic control, it 
was common to rule out, by one means or another, zeros on the imaginary 
axis. Based on analyses of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of an associated 
Hamiltonian matrix, construction of various solutions of the Riccati equation 
was then provided. Later, in the work of [5, 11, 12, 151, zeros on the 
imaginary axis were permitted, but proofs of the existence of solutions tended 
to use limiting, rather than constructive, arguments. Eigenvalue-eigenvector 
techniques for Riccati equations made a reappearance in the work of [9], 
relying on the construction of a structured Jordan form. 
Subsequent to the appearance of [9], there has been a steady stream of 
papers on Riccati equations and Riccati inequalities. The papers [4, 7, 8, 13, 
16, 171 and the references therein are representative of some of this work. In 
recent years, much of this work has been stimulated by the development of 
the so-called two-Riccati-equation solution of the H, control problem [6]. 
In this paper, we give a simple but uniform treatment of the calculation of 
solutions of the linear matrix inequality. We show that the existence of zeros 
of the associated spectral density on the finite or infinite imaginary axis allows 
the construction an explicit fixed part of all solutions of the linear matrix 
inequality and a consequent reduction or deflation of the problem. These 
results are not new, but the proof is particularly simple. The fact that finite 
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imaginary-axis zeros constrain part of all solutions of the linear matrix 
inequality to be fixed is discussed in [15]. For a more recent treatment of 
some of this material see [IS]. Similarly, the study of solutions of the linear 
matrix inequality when the associated spectral density has zeros at infinity has 
a long history. See, for example, the monograph [S] for early references and a 
solution using the already known idea of reducing the original problem to a 
smaller one without zeros at infinity. For more recent treatments of the same 
idea and related material see [7, 141. 
We do not propose that the derivation presented in this paper is necessar- 
ily suitable for computation (a method based on the analysis in [4] would be 
numerically superior), but it is simple and directly reveals some of the 
structure of the set of solutions of the linear matrix inequality. The method 
has connections with symmetric factor extraction [2] in that each stage of the 
reduction procedure is based on an eigenvalue (either finite or infinite) and a 
corresponding eigenvector. 
1.1. Notation and Definitions 
For a complex-valued matrix M, we shall denote its transpose and 
complex conjugate transpose by MT and M” respectively, with the defini- 
tions coinciding for M real. We denote the null space of M by .&Ml, and 
the set of eigenvalues of M by c+{M}. We call a rational matrix M(s) 
para-Hermitian if M(s) = [ M( -?)I”. A rational matrix G(s) = D + CH(sE 
- A)-‘B may be written as 
which should be distinguished from the (zero) pencil 
A-SE B 1 C” D’ 
If 
[ A - AZ B ] has full row rank, (I) 
then we say that A is a controllable mode of (A, B). This leads to the 
following definitions. 
(a) The pair ( A, B ) 1s controllable if, for all A, (1) holds. 
(b) The pair ( A, B) is stabilizable if, f or all A with nonnegative real part, 
(1) holds. 
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(c> The pair ( A, B) 
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or -Ji. 
is sign controllable if, for all A, (1) holds for either A 
It is clear that controllability implies stabilizability, which in turn implies sign 
controllability. Also, sign controllability implies the controllability of all purely 
imaginary modes of (A, B). 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Consider a spectral density @ defined by 
O(s) = R + BH( -sZ - AH)-lC + CH(sZ - A)-lB 
+ B”( -sZ - A")-'Q(.sZ - A)-?3 
with (A, B) sign controllable, RH = R, and Q” = Q. Along the imaginary 
axis, @ is assumed to be positive semidefinite, except at the imaginary-axis 
poles of a. From these assumptions, it follows that Q,(m) = R is positive 
semidefinite. 
In this paper, we shall call a rational matrix 
G(s) =J + LH(sZ - A)-?3 (2) 
a spectral factor of Q, if 
@( .s) = G”( -.s)G( s), 
and we shall show that finding spectral factors of @ is essentially equivalent 
to finding Hermitian solutions P H = P of the linear matrix inequality (LMI) 
PA + AHP + Q PB + C 
(PB+C)H R a(). 1 (3) 
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For each such P, we have a spectral factor G of Q, where the ] and L in (2) 
arise from any factorization of the positive semidefinite matrix on the 
left-hand side of (31, i.e., 
PA + A”P + Q PB + C 
(PB+C)” R = 1 
If the data A, B, C, Q, and R are all real, then we seek real symmetric 
solutions P to the LMI (3) to give real rational spectral factors G. 
It is clear that, for any solution P of the LMI (3), there is a spectral factor 
G with row dimension equal to the rank of the left-hand side of (3) which is 
bounded below by the rank of the spectral density a. It is also clear that no 
spectral factor G can have row dimension less than the rank of @. Thus, a 
question of interest is: If the LMI (3) h as at least one solution, is there a 
solution for which the rank of the left-hand side of the LMI (3) equals the 
rank of @? Such solutions are called rank minimizing. 
For the case of nonsingular R, the LMI (3) is equivalent to the algebraic 
Riccati inequality CARI) 
PA + A”P + Q - (PB + C)R-‘( PB + C)” > 0, (4) 
while for rank minimizing solutions, the LMI (3) is equivalent to the algebraic 
Riccati equation (ARE) 
PA + A”P + Q - (PI.3 + C)R-‘( PB + C)” = 0. (5) 
In this case, J = R1” and L = (PB + 
defining th e s ec ra ac or G. The zeros p t 1 f t 
of a{A - RR-‘(PB + Cl”). 
C)R-“’ are a suitable choice for 
of this G are precisely the elements 
2.1. State Feedback and Output Injection 
The poles of the spectral density @ can be moved with a combination of 
state feedback and output injection. This idea was systematically exploited in 
[lo]. The p ro bl em is invariant under state feedback and output injection as 
explained in Lemma 2.1. 
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LEMMA 2.1. For any matrix K of appropriate size, define the quantities 
A, = A + BK, 
C, = C + KHR, 
QK = Q + CK + KHCH + KHRK, 
aK(s) = R + B”( -sZ - A;)-k, + C,“(sZ - A,)-‘B 
+ BH(-sZ - A;)plQK(~Z - A,)-‘B, 
FK(s) = Z + K(sZ - AJ’B. 
Then the following properties hold: 
(a> The spectral densities @ and ap, are related by 
QK(s) = F;( -s)@(s)F,(s). 
(b) There is a l-l correspondence between the solutions P of the LMZ (3) 
and the LMZ 
PA, + A;P + QK PB + C, 
(PB+C,)H R “. 1 (6) 
(c) There is a l-l correspondence between the spectral factors G of @ 
and the spectral factors G, = GF, of @,. Furthermore, the zeros of G and 
G, are identical. 
(d) (A,, B) is sign controllable (respectively, stabilizable, controllable) tf 
and only if (A, B) is sign controllable (respectively, stabilizable, control- 
lable). 
Proof. This result is well known and is straightforward to show. W 
This lemma can be summed up by saying that for state feedback and 
output injection QK is also a spectral density, positive semidefinite along the 
imaginary axis, that P is a solution of the LMI (3) if and only if P is a 
solution of the LMI (6), that the zeros of the corresponding spectral factors 
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G and G, are identical, and that sign controllability (respectively, stabilizabil- 
ity, controllability) is preserved. 
2.2. Zeros of a State-Space Realization of @ 
A state-space realization of @ is given by 
where 
Since both the pole pencil 9(s) =& - s8 and the system matrix 
are para-Hermitian polynomial matrices, we shall call such a realization of @ 
para-Hermitian. We also note that for this state-space realization of @, the 
poles of the realization have already been separated into two (not necessarily 
distinct) sets symmetric with respect to the imaginary axis. 
We shall call CY a finite zero of @ if the rank of Z(a) is less than the 
rank of 2, i.e., (Y is a finite eigenvalue of the pencil 2: It is not strictly 
correct to call such an (Y a zero of @, but this definition allows us to treat, 
without special mention, certain cases such as pole-zero cancellation at s = LY 
when (Y is really only a zero of a realization of @ rather than a zero of @. Let 
!I, x, and u, not all zero, and CY satisfy the equation 
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or, in the slightly more compact form, 
(7) 
where z=[tjH . x H]‘f We note that @ is nonsingular if and only if .Z is 
nonsingular. Thus, for the case of nonsingular @,, such an (Y is automatically 
a finite eigenvalue of the pencil _Z’, but this is not guaranteed for singular @. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Under state feedback and output injection with K, the 
vector-s x, y, and z are unchanged, but u transforms to u - Kx. 
2.3. State-Space Basis Changes 
Now we consider to what extent the problem is invariant under a class of 
state-space basis changes. Let Y be a symplectic matrix, that is, 9 is a 
nonsingular matrix such that E = P8YH. Then 9 defines a state-space 
basis change which preserves the para-Hermitian state-space form. The new 
para-Hermitian realization for Q is 
However, such an 9 does not necessarily leave the realization in separated 
form. To ensure the separated form is maintained, with the same separation, 
it is sufficient for our purposes that 9 have the form 
s 0 
Y= 
[ 1 P,S SPH ’ 
where S is nonsingular and Pp = P,. We immediately observe that 
[& s”“] = [b, :I[; soH], 
so that our general state-space basis change can be constructed as successive 
state-space basis changes of two special cases, namely, when P, = 0 and 
s = 1. 
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For 9 with P, = 0, the transformed state-space realization of @ is 
and the LMI solution P transforms to SHPS-‘. For the zeros of @, x 
transforms to Sx, y transforms to SHy, u is invariant, and z transforms to 
p-Hz. Notice also that z H8z and x Hi remain invariant. 
For 9 with S = I, the transformed state-space realization of Q, is 
where C, = P,B + C and Qr = P, A + AHP, + Q. For the zeros of @, x 
and u are invariant, y transforms to y - P, X, and z transforms to Y-Hz. 
Finally, P transforms to P - P,, since it is easy to see that 
PA+AHP+Q (PB+C) 
(PB + C)” R 1 
[P-P,]A+AH[P-P1]+Q1 ([P-P,]B+C,) 
= 
([P - P,IB + cJH R I* 
3. DEFLATION OF FINITE ZEROS 
In this section, we gather together some basic material related to deflating 
out a block of finite zeros of @. Let us sunnose that there exist matrices Y. 
X, U, and A, of compatible sizes, such tha; I 
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which, in terms of previously introduced notation, can be written as 
(9) 
where Z = [YT XTIT. 
LEMMA 3.1. If (8) holds, then 
UH@(s)U = (-sz - RH)(8Z)H(s8 -q’(SZ)(sZ - A) 
- ZH8Z(sZ - A). (10) 
Proof. Rewrite (9) as &Z +SJU = ZZA and gHZ + RU = 0. Then 
UH@(s)U = UH(R +s?H(SkF -a?-kqu 
= u”[ -A?HZ] + UHsBH(SJ7 -sd-’ 
x [ -8(sZ - ZA) + (s&F -&)Z] 
= -u~~~(s~-~wT-‘~Z(SZ - A) 
=- [ -( -sZ - A”)(EZ)” + ZH(s8 -&)] 
x(&F -s'-~~Z(SZ - A) 
= (-SZ - AH)(8Z)H(s8 -&)-‘(SZ)(sZ - A) 
- ZH8Z( sZ - A), 
where we have used the facts that dH = &, ZH = -8, and LHJ = -8CsZ 
- ZA) + (SE -J&Z for all s. H 
The quantity ZH8Z is invariant under symplectic basis changes of the 
state space of @, since Z goes to y -HZ under such a basis change 9 and 
L%%‘~~ = 8. We have the following corollary to Lemma 3.1. 
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COROLLARY 3.1. If (8) holds, then 
(ZH8Z)A + hH(ZH8Z) = 0. (11) 
Proof. The left-hand ‘d sr e and the first term on the right-hand side of 
(10) are para-Hermitian, and so, therefore, must be the second term on the 
right-hand side of (10). Th e result follows by noting that 8 is skew-Hermi- 
tian. n 
Since (11) is a Lyapunov equation, ZH8Z = 0 is the unique solution of 
(11) if (and only if) A and -AH have no eigenvalues in common. For 
example, if A is stable, i.e. all its eigenvalues have negative real part, then 
ZH8Z = 0, but if, for example, A has imaginary-axis zeros, then we need 
some additional information to assert ZH8Z = 0. We note also that ZH8Z 
= 0 is equivalent to 
XHY = YHX, (12) 
and as the next lemma shows, this property is closely related to the construc- 
tion of Hermitian matrices P. 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose X and Y are complex matrices of the same size. 
Then there exists a P H = PsuchthatY = PXifandonEyifXHY = YHXand 
&X) Q’(Y). IfX and Y are real, then P can also be chosen to be real. 
Proof. The necessity is trivial. For the sufficiency, we note that if S and 
T are nonsingular matrices, the statement of the lemma is invariant under the 
changes X to SXT, Y to SHYT, and P to SHPS1. Choose S and T so 
that 
SXT = :, ; 
[ 1 Yl y3 and SHYT = y, y4 . [ 1 
First, AX) Go’ pl rm ies Ya = 0 and Y4 = 0. Second, XH Y = Y HX im- 
plies Y,” = Y,, so that with any ZH = Z, 
p = s” Y, 
[ I yz” s y2 z 
satisfies the requirements. n 
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For our purposes, the null-space inclusion condition in Lemma 3.2 is 
fulfilled by ensuring that 
X has full column rank. (13) 
The next lemma shows that this condition follows from (9) and (12) with the 
addition of three assumptions. 
LEMMA 3.3. If (9) ad (12) hold, @ is nonsingular, the eigenvalues of 
- A" are controllable mo&s (If ( A, B ), and [Y ” X H U H 1” has full column 
rank, then X has fdl column rank. 
Proof. Suppose X does not have full column rank. Let P be any real 
number for which j Pl - A, j/31 - A, and @(j /3 > are nonsingular. The 
nonsingularity of @ guarantees that such a choice is always possible. Choose 
a # 0 such that X(j PI - A)a = 0. We have a” UH@,(j p)Ua = 0, since the 
first term on the right-hand side of (10) premultiplied by aH and postmulti- 
plied by n is easily shown to be zero, and since the second term on the 
right-hand side of (10) IS zero from the assumption (12). Since @(jp) is 
positive definite, we conclude that Ua = 0. 
The first block row of (8) is AX + BU = Xh, and so we have (j/3Z - 
A)Xa = 0, which gives Xa = 0, since j /31 - A is nonsingular. Thus, the null 
space of X is (j pl - A)- ’ invariant, which implies that there exist A and 
a # 0 such that (j PZ - A)- 'a = (j /3 - A)- ‘a and Xa = 0. It follows that 
Au = An and so X(j/31 - A)a = 0. Thus, f rom the first part of the proof, 
Ua = 0. It further follows from the second and third block rows of (8) that 
(Ya)“[ A + hZ B] = [O 01. Bv assumption, -i is controllable mode of 
(A, B) and so Ya = 0. This iontradicts the full column rank of [Y H XH 
UH lH. n 
As we now show, if (9), (12). and (13) hold, then we can deflate our 
original problem to a similar, but smaller, one. Since X has fulJ column rank 
and since X“Y = Y ?‘X, there exists a nonsingular S and a P, such that a 
change of basis with the symplectic matrix 
y= s O I 1 e,s sp7 
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gives 
x= :, 
[ 1 and Y = 0 [ 1 0 . 
The effect of this basis-change is to transform A to A, = S&!- ‘, B to 
B, = SB, C to C, = P,SB + S-“C, and Q to QI = P, SAS-’ + 
S-“AHSHP^, + YHQSP1 in the realization of @, and P to P, = S-“RY 
- i1 for solutions of the corresponding LMI 
P,A, + A;P, + Q, P,B, + C, (PI% + Cd” 1 > 0. R (14 
it follows from (8) and the particular forms of X and I’ that 
A,, + B,,U = A, A,, + B,U = 0, Q1, + C,,U = 0, Q; + C,U = 0, 
and C,f + RU = 0. Thus Q(s) can be written in the form 
0 0 A - B,,U - sl A,, 4, 
0 0 -B,C’ A, - sl B, 
AH - UHBH + sl II - U”B,H U”RU - U’YY~ - UHR 
A; A; + sl -C,U Q2 C, . 
47 B: -RU C,” R 
(15) 
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Using state feedback and output injection with gain K = [U 01, and noting 
Lemma 2.1, we extract the proper factor 
from @ to give 
0 0 A - .sl A,, B,, 
0 0 0 A, - sl B, 
q,(s) = A’! + sz 0 0 (16) 
AL A!’ 2 + sl 0 ;Z iZ * 
47 B,H 0 C,” R 
This is a nonminimal realization which can be trivially reduced to the (still 
possibly nonminimal) realization 
(17) 
with ( A,, B2) sign controllable (respectively stabilizable, controllable) if 
(A, B) is sign controllable (respectively stabilizable, controllable). The LMI 
associated with this latter realization is 
P,A,+A;P,+Q, P,B,+C, 
(P,B, + C,)H 1 2 0. R (18) 
If all the eigenvalues of A lie on the imaginary axis, then there is a fixed 
part of all solutions of the LMI (14). 
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LEMMA 3.4. Suppose that all eigenvalues of A lie on the imagina y axis. 
Then each solution P, of (14) has the form 
0 0 
pl = 0 P, 
[ 1 
where P2 is any solution of the LMZ (18). This, combined with P, and S, 
gives 
as a solution to the LMZ (3). 
Proof. See Appendix A. n 
A key property for deflation as described above is X H Y = Y HX. AS we 
showed, if A is stable, this property automatically holds, but for imaginary-axis 
zeros, it does not automatically follow. We address this problem in the next 
section. 
We close this section with two lemmas. The first, Lemma 3.5, gives a 
proof of the existence of a solution of the ARE under the assumptions of sign 
controllability of (A, B), R > 0, and no imaginary-axis zeros. This is a stan- 
dard result and is only presented here for completeness. The second, Lemma 
3.6, gives a proof of the existence of a solution of the LMI for the trivial case 
of no inputs or outputs. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let (A, B) be sign controllable, and suppose that R is 
nonsingular and that Z has no imaginary-axis zeros. Then there exists a 
Hermitian solution P of the ARE (5). 
Proof. For each zero A of 2, include in [Y ” X H U” 1” the invariant 
subspace corresponding to -A if the mode A is ( A, B) controllable, provided 
the invariant subspace corresponding to -h has not already been included. 
Since R is nonsingular, so is a. By construction, (8) holds for [Y ” X* 
UHIH with full column rank, and A and -A” have no eigenvalues in 
common. Thus, noting (ll), we have (12) and so, by Lemma 3.3, (13) holds. 
It remains for us to show that X is nonsingular, that is, square. Suppose that 
X is not square. Since the deflation procedure described above reduces the 
state-space dimension by the number of columns of X, we obtain a state-space 
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realization of QK in (17) with a nonzero state-space dimension. This contra- 
dicts the construction of A and [Y H X” UH H 1 > since the invariant subspaces 
of the pencil xK, the zero pencil corresponding to aK, are also invariant 
subspaces of 3. Then P = YX- ’ is a Hermitian solution of the ARE (5). W 
LEMMA 3.6. Zf (A, B) is sign controllable and @ has no inputs or 
outputs, then the LMZ (3) has a Hermitian solution P. 
Proof. If (A, B) is sign controllable and B has no columns, then A and 
-AH have no eigenvalues in common. If @ has no inputs or outputs, then 
the LMI (3) reduces to PA + AHP + Q > 0. By the theory of Lyapunov 
equations, PA + AHP + Q = H has a unique solution P, necessarily Hermi- 
tian, for each positive semidefinite matrix H. n 
4. FINITE IMAGINARY-AXIS ZEROS 
Recall that CY is a zero of @ if (7) holds. Introduce the notation 
so that (7) can be written as 2~ = CY&I. 
We are particularly interested in the case of an imaginary-axis zero 
(Y =j,a, but first we look at the case of any zero (Y. Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 deal 
with restrictions on the eigenvector 71 associated with a zero cy. Lemma 4.1 
and its corollary are not new, but are included here for completeness. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let cyl and CY~ be (not necessarily distinct) zeros of fD 
with corresponding eigenvectors v1 and Q. Zf crl and cx2 are n,ot symmetric 
with respect to the imaginary axis, i.e., CY~ + Gz # 0, then q2H2?ql = 0. 
The proof of Lemma 4.1 only relies on the para-Hermitian property of @ 
and does not rely on the positive semidefiniteness of @ on the imaginary axis. 
A simple consequence of this lemma is that, with respect to the weighting 
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matrix @, all eigenvectors of open left half-plane zeros have zero length and 
are pair-wise orthogonal. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let (Ye and CY~ be (not necessarily distinct) zeros of @ 
with corresponding eigenvectors q and vz. Zf a, and (Ye lie in the open lef 
half plane, then qHZqj = 0 for i, j = 1,2. 
To extend these results to include the imaginary axis, we need to 
introduce the positive semidefiniteness of @ on the imaginary axis. Lemma 
4.2 is the key result. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let (Y be an imaginary-axis zero of @ with 77 a correspond- 
ing eigenvecto;. Zf Q(s) > 0 in a neighborhood of (Y along the imaginary 
axis, then ~~87 = 0. 
Proof. Let cr = jw,. Both CY and 77 are invariant with respect to state 
feedback and output injection, as is the nonnegativity of @. Because of the 
sign controllability of ( A, B), we can, without loss of generality, assume that 
ti does not have an eigenvalue at the imaginary-axis zero cr. Define f(w) = 
u”@(jw)u. Then in a neighborhood of w = oO, f(w) is a nonnegative 
analytic function of o with f( w,,) = 0. Th us, there must be a local minimum 
at W = W(,, and so f’< w,) = 0. Now, 
f’(W) = &{u”aqjw)u} 
= uH.TZH~{(jcoW --.r&l)~‘}9h~ 
= -juHLBH(jc& -_d~'~(jo8 -d)-‘L&L, 
and so 
f’(q) = -jzHEz, 
since 
q%+. 
z = (jw,g -~)-lS’u. This completes the proof, since zHE’z = 
n 
Now we can extend Lemma 4.1 and Corollary 4.1 to include the imagi- 
nary axis. 
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LEMMA 4.3. Suppose Q(s) 2 0 everywhere along the imaginary axis, 
except at poles of @. Let CY~ and (us be (not necessarily distinct) zeros of @ 
with corresponding eigenvectors q and q2. lf a1 and (Ye are not symmetric 
with*respect to the imagina y axis or they both lie on the imagina y axis, then 
vjHCFj = 0 for i, j = 1,2. 
Proof. Suppose that cr = CY~ = (Ye is on the imaginary axis and vi and 
7s are distinct eigenvectors corresponding to cr. Then ar), + bq2 is also an 
eigenvector for CY for any complex a and b. By Lemma 4.2, (aq + 
bv2)H&aq1 + bq2) = 0 for all a and b. This is an identically zero quadratic 
form in a and b, so we conclude that njH&q = 0 for i, j = 1,2. 
All other possible configurations of (pi and cyZ are covered directly by 
Lemma 4.1 or Lemma 4.2. n 
COROLLARY 4.2. Suppose @(s) 2 0 everywhere along the imaginary 
axis, except at poles of @. Let crI and CQ be (not necessarily distinct) zeros 
of @ with c o rr esponding eigel?;vectors rh and TV. Zf CY, and CX~ lie in the 
closed left half plane, then qH8qj = 0 for i, j = 1,2. 
4.1. Deflation of an lmagina y-Axis Zero 
Now consider a single imaginary-axis zero cr =jo,. With z = 1 y H xH lH, 
Lemma 4.2 gives zH8z = y H x - x H y = 0. If @ is nonsingular, then x # 0 
follows from Lemma 3.3, and so we can deflate according to the procedure 
described in Section 3. 
If o0 = 0 and the original data are real, then all computed matrices and 
vectors are real, whereas if w0 z 0, the computed matrices and vectors are 
generally complex. 
This deflation procedure can be carried out at most a finite number of 
times, since the state-space dimension of the realization of @ is reduced by 2 
at each iteration. As we have shown in Lemma 3.3, x # 0 is automatically 
guaranteed when @ is nonsingular. Moreover, a nonsingular @ generates a 
nonsingular aK, so that we eventually obtain a nonsingular spectral density 
with no finite imaginary axis zeros. Further, according to Lemma 3.4, a fmed 
part of all solutions is identified at each deflation step. 
4.2. Deflation of a Pair of Imaginary-Axis Zeros 
Suppose that CY = jw, # 0 is a zero of CD. We set up the problem so that 
only real arithmetic is used for the deflation. 
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Let a corresponding eigenvector be n # 0. For real data, -jw, is also a 
zero of @ with eigenvector 7. With 
YR Yr 
[ 1 xR ‘1 ’ UR UI 
we have, by Lemma 4.3, 
[ 1 ;: &I 171 =o, 
which implies XT Y = Y TX, since 
y1 1 [77 77]= x [I[ 1 u _i -_i- 
Also, combining the two eigenvectors n and 7, we have 
from which there follows, with a little algebra, 
Y Y 
2x =~‘A0 [I II with A, = (1% u u 
If @, and hence the pencil s& -2, is nonsingular, the eigenvectors n 
and 17 are linearly independent, since they correspond to distinct eigenvalues. 
Thus, [Y T XT UTIT has full column rank. Then, from Lemma 3.3, X has 
full column rank, and so we can again deflate according to the procedure 
described in Section 3, using only real arithmetic. The comments on repeated 
application of the deflation apply as for a single imaginary-axis zero. 
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5. ZEROS AT INFINITY 
Suppose that there exists a nonzero vector u such that 
@(j~)U = Ru = 0, 
so that the spectral density CD has a zero at infinity. 
We would like to study this situation in terms of eigenvectors of the zero 
pencil Z as we did for finite eigenvalues. The eigenvectors of the zero pencil 
X corresponding to the eigenvalue at infinity are given by z and u, not both 
zero, satisfying 
(20) 
which implies z = 0 and u is arbitrary. Therefore, the eigenvectors of X at 
infinity do not depend on R and are unrelated to the eigenvectors of a( j ~1. 
However, there exist generalized eigenvectors at infinity precisely when R is 
singular, and it is the leading generalized eigenvectors in the eigenvector 
chains that are related to the eigenvectors of @( jm). The generalized 
eigenvector [ 2 H up 1” corresponds to the eigenvector [O u H lH at infinity if 
(21) 
with z and ui not both zero, and u not zero. This implies Ru = 0 and 
z = K’~%L. Lemma 4.2 can now be extended to an eigenvalue at infinity. 
LEMMA 5.1. Suppose R is singular with Ru = 0 for u f 0. Let z = 
f2?-12.z9u. lf Q(s) > 0 in a neighborhood of infinity along the imaginary axis, 
then zHE’.z = 0. 
Proof. We expand @(jw> = R +?&‘H(j~Z -&)-‘A? in a neighbor- 
hood of infinity to obtain 
@( jw) = R + (jw)-’ AG’HZ’ ‘39 + ( jw)-2.%?H8-2&A3’ + *** . 
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Since Ru = 0, we have 
zP@(jw)u = (jo))V.GPs-1924 + (jw)-2UH~HP%?9U + ..* , 
which, in conjunction with the positive semidefiniteness of @, implies 
aHg’z = uH9?H8-19%l = 0. 
This completes the proof. n 
We have z = [ y H x H]H with x = Bu and y = -Cu. Then by Lemma 
5.1, Py = y%. 
LEMMA 5.2. Zf @(.s) is nonsingular, then x # 0. 
Proof. Suppose x = Bu = 0. Then since Ru = 0, we have uH@,(jw>u 
= 0 for all o. Since @ is nonsingular and positive semidefinite on the 
imaginary axis, we conclude that u = 0, which is a contradiction. n 
The deflation procedure that follows works for x # 0, even if @ is 
singular. Transform to a new input-space (and output-space) basis so that 
24 = e,,, = [0 ... 0 l]r ’ m this basis, and transform to a new state-space basis 
with 9 as in Section 3 to give x = e, and y = 0. Let the corresponding 
state-space realization of @ be given bi ” 
which, in conjunction with the notation 
(22) 
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gives 
Q(s) = 
0 0 
a11 
H - s 
a12 
0 0 a21 A, - sl 
a,, +s H a21 411 4 
a12 A” 2 + sl 921 Q2 
bl B2” Cl G’ 
1 0 0 0 
An equivalent representation of @ is 
Q(s) = 
0 0 a,, -s 4 
0 0 a21 A, - sl 
a11 + s 
H 
a21 911 9: 
a12 A; + sl q21 92 
b,H 1 
B2 0 
Cl ” 0 
c2 0 
R2 0 
0 0 
bf sp 'a,, 
B2 s-bzl 
H 
Cl s-+l1, 
c2 s-+l21 
R2 s-b1 
-1 H 
-s Cl -s 
-2 
411 
Using state feedback and output injection with dynamic gain 
K= O 0 
[ 1 -s 0’ 
and noting that Lemma 2.1 continues to apply, we extract the factor 
(23) 
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from @ to give 
0 0 -S 4 
0 0 0 A, - sl 
0 0 
@‘KtS) = a:, A,H+sZ 0 :2 
bi B2” 0 c,” 
-s-i& -s-la,H, 0 _s-1 97.1 H 
which immediately reduces to the realization 
c 0 A, - sl B, 
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b,H smlall 
B‘2 selaQ1 
0 0 
c2 s- +l21 
R2 s-lcl 
-s-lCH -s-2 1 411 
S 
-1 
a21 
021 1 
@K(S) = [[J
Finally, we extract the integrator from the last input anct output of @, to give 
%&l = I*]> 
and include it in FK to give 
~;lCs)-[‘;s A:;s1!; ; 
To complete the case of an infinite zero, we need to examine the effect of 
the above transformations on the LMI (3). First, the initial change of 
state-space basis via 9 will change solutions P of (3) to solutions P, = 
.VHPS-’ - PI, of 
Pl A, + A?, + 91 Pl Bl + Cl 
(J’,Bl + CdH 1 
>O 
Rl 
(24 
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exactly as for finite zeros, and the change of input-space basis will leave such 
P, unaffected. 
With the definitions (22) and (23) and with P, defined as in (24), 
inspection of the last column of the LMI (24) and its nonnegativity imply 
Thus, p, = 0 and p,, = 0, and the LMI (24) reduces to 
which is the LMI corresponding to the spectral density &)K. Sign controllabil- 
ity (respectively, stabilizability, controllability) of (A, I?) is inherited by 
(A, [B, a,,]>. 
The state-space dimension is reduced by 2 in each iteration of this 
procedure, so only a finite number of iterations is possible. If @ is nonsingu- 
lar, we must obtain a nonsingular R after a finite number of iterations, since a 
nonsingular @ produces a nonsingular 6)K. 
5.1. Singular CD 
For @ singular, stabilizability of (A, B) together with the positive 
semidefiniteness of Q, is not enough to assert the existence of a solution P to 
the LMI (3). For example, the spectral density Q(s) = 0 has the stabilizable 
realization 
but the LMI 
[ 
-2p+1 1 >. 
1 1 0 ’ 
clearly has no solution. 
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LEMMA 5.3. Zf (A, B) is controllable, then Ru = 0 and x = Bu = 0 
imply y = Cu = 0. 
Proof We immediately have uH@(jw)u = 0 for all w and so @(jo)u 
= 0 for all w, by the positive semidefiniteness of @(jw). It follows that 
@(s)u = 0 for all s. Thus, BH(-sZ - AH)-'Cu = 0, which implies Cu = 0 
by controllability of ( A, B ). n 
LEMMA 5.4. Zfthe LMZ (3) h as a solution P, then Ru = 0 and x = Bu 
= 0 imply y = Cu = 0. 
Proof The proof is immediate. n 
Thus, if x = 0 and y = 0, we can simply reduce the input- and output- 
space dimensions by I to proceed to solve a problem of smaller size. Sign 
controllability (respectively, stabilizability, controllability) of ( A, B) is pre- 
served. In conjunction with deflation of infinite zeros with x z 0, the process 
can be continued until a nonsingular Q, is obtained, or until a @ with no 
inputs and outputs is obtained. 
6. SUMMARY 
We gather together some of the results of this paper and state them as 
theorems. Let us define three relevant properties: 
(i) @ is positive semidefinite on the imaginary axis. 
(ii) There exists a Hermitian solution P of the LMI (3). 
(iii) There exists a rank minimizing Hermitian solution P of the LMI (3). 
THEOREM 6.1. Zf (A, B) is sign controllable and Q, is nonsingular, then 
(i), (ii), and (iii) are equivalent. 
Proof. We only concern ourselves with the implication from (i) to (iii), 
since the implications from (iii) to (ii> and from (ii) to (i) are straightforward. 
Since @ is nonsingular, repeated application of the deflation procedure 
described in Section 4 for imaginary-axis zeros and the deflation procedure 
described in Section 5 for zeros at infinity eventually produces a nonsingular 
CD which is nonsingular at infinity, i.e., R is nonsingular and has no imagi- 
nary-axis zeros. This means the problem is reduced to an algebraic Riccati 
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equation whose associated Hamiltonian matrix has no imaginary axis zeros. 
The existence of a solution for this case is treated in Lemma 3.5. n 
Any properties of the ordering of (rank minimizing) solutions of the LMI 
(3) follow from the ordering properties of the reduced-order Riccati equation 
(inequality). For example, if we have stabilizability of (A, B) in Theorem 6.1, 
then there exists a maximal-rank minimizing solution of the LMI (3) and 
controllability of ( A, B) g uarantees the existence of maximal and minimal 
solutions. 
For a singular a, the existence results are a little different. Sign controlla- 
bility is not enough to guarantee that (iii) follows from (i), but it is easy to see 
that (iii) still follows from (ii). Also, if Cp is identically zero, the deflation 
procedures terminate with a @ which has no inputs or outputs. 
THEOREM 6.2. Zf (A, Z?) is controllable, then (i), (ii), and (iii) are 
equivalent. 
THEOREM 6.3. Zf (A, B) is sign controllable, (ii) implies (iii). 
We summarize a general procedure for a proper rational spectral density 
@. 
Step 1. If R is nonsingular, go to step 2. Otherwise, find a leading 
generalized eigenvector 77 = [z H ~1” 1” = [X H y H ~1” I* at infinity.If x z 0, 
reduce the state-space dimension and return to step 1. If x = 0, @ is 
singular. If y # 0, then there does not exist any solution to the LMI (3). 
Otherwise, reduce the input-output dimension by 1. If Cp has zero input-out- 
put dimension, stop. Otherwise, return to step I. 
Step 2. If @ has zero state-space dimension, go to step 3. If @ has a 
finite imaginary-axis zero, reduce the state-space dimension by 2 and return 
to step 2. 
Step 3. The spectral density @ has R nonsingular and no finite imagi- 
nary-axis zeros. Use any standard method to complete the procedure. 
Note that the extraction of factors at each stage of the algorithm is not 
necessary. The extraction of factors really just shows the connections between 
the original problem and the reduced problems. The whole algorithm could 
just as well be carried out as a series of basis changes on the LMI, with a final 
extraction of factors at the end to produce the spectral factors. 
This paper has provided a direct study of spectral factorization of proper, 
rational matrices with finite and/or infinite zeros on the imaginary axis. The 
technique is a logical extension of the original eigenvalue-eigenvector tech- 
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niques used to study Riccati equations and is mathematically simple. It shows 
explicitly the relationship between imaginary-axis zeros, solutions of the linear 
matrix inequality, and extraction of spectral factors. 
The idea of deflating the Riccati equation solution given an imaginary-axis 
zero of a spectrum derives from a similar approach in solving a passive 
network synthesis problem, via a state-space formulation of the Brune 
synthesis procedure 111. 
Finally, the techniques used in this paper are easily transferable to the 
discrete-time spectral factorization problem and related linear matrix inequal- 
ity. 
APPENDIX 
Proof of Lemma 3.4. Let P be any solution of the LMI corresponding to 
the spectral density (151, and let P be partitioned as 
PO PI2 
P= 
[ 1 PIT P* . 
Since P is invariant under state feedback and output injection, P is also a 
solution of the LMI corresponding to the spectral density (15) with U = 0. 
The corresponding LMI has the form 
[ 
P,,A + AHP,) P,A,, + P,, A, + AHP,, P,B, + P,,B, 
2 SY 2 a 0, (25) 
&%? 2 2 1 
where %Y signifies entries not of immediate interest. 
We show that P,, = 0 and P,, = 0. Suppose that x # 0 is an eigenvector 
of A corresponding to the eigenvalue A, where A + h = 0, since all eigenval- 
ues of A are purely imaginary. Then rH( P,A + A”P,,)x = 0 and since 
P,,A + A”P, z 0, we have x “( P,)A + AHP,) = 0. By the positive semidefi- 
niteness of the LMI (25), we also obtain x H( P,, A,, + P,, A, + AHPi,) = 0 
and x H( P, B, + P,, B,) = 0. Collecting these equations, we obtain 
1 “HP,, “HP,, 
A +iZ 
0 
from which we conclude x HP,, = 
lable mode by sign controllability. 
A,, B, 
A,, + XZ B, 1 
= [o 0 01, 
0 and x “P,, = 0, since -5 is a control- 
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The proof is completed by deflating out the first row and column of P, 
and the first row of P,, and repeating the above argument. We eventually 
obtain P, = 0 and P,, = 0. n 
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